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Testing Homogeneous Spreadsheet Grids
with the ªWhat You See Is What You Testº
Methodology
Margaret Burnett, Senior Member, IEEE, Andrei Sheretov, Bing Ren, and
Gregg Rothermel, Member, IEEE Computer Society
AbstractÐAlthough there has been recent research into ways to design environments that enable end users to create their own
programs, little attention has been given to helping these end users systematically test their programs. To help address this need in
spreadsheet systemsÐthe most widely used type of end-user programming languageÐwe previously introduced a visual approach to
systematically testing individual cells in spreadsheet systems. However, the previous approach did not scale well in the presence of
largely homogeneous grids, which introduce problems somewhat analogous to the array-testing problems of imperative programs. In
this paper, we present two approaches to spreadsheet testing that explicitly support such grids. We present the algorithms, time
complexities, and performance data comparing the two approaches. This is part of our continuing work to bring to end users at least
some of the benefits of formalized notions of testing without requiring knowledge of testing beyond a naive level.
Index TermsÐSoftware testing, spreadsheets, visual programming.
æ
1 INTRODUCTION
THERE has been extensive research into effective testing intraditional programming languages in the imperative
paradigm. However, there are few reports in the literature
on testing in other paradigms and no research (with the
exception of our own previous work) that we have been
able to locate on testing in spreadsheet systems. The
spreadsheet paradigm includes not only commercial
spreadsheet systems, but also a number of research
languages that extend the paradigm with features such as
gestural formula specification [3], [17], graphical types [3],
[32], visual matrix manipulation [31], high-quality visuali-
zations of complex data [7], and GUI specification [19]. In
this paper, we use the term spreadsheet languages to describe
all such systems following the spreadsheet paradigm.
Despite the perceived simplicity of the spreadsheet
paradigm, research shows that many spreadsheets contain
faults. Field audits of real-world spreadsheets report faults
in 20 percent to 90 percent of the spreadsheets audited and
these rates are consistent with spreadsheet model-building
experiments in controlled lab settings [2], [9], [21], [30].
Even though spreadsheets often contain faults, few compa-
nies have policies or standards for developing, document-
ing, or testing spreadsheets. Similarly, few companies have
procedures for verifying the correctness of spreadsheets
[30]. Furthermore, users tend to be overconfident that their
spreadsheets contain no faults. For example, in Brown and
Gould's experiment [2], subjects were ªquite confidentº that
the spreadsheets they created were accurate; yet, analysis
showed that 44 percent of the spreadsheets contained faults
and that every subject made at least one error. These error
rates are consistent with Galletta et al.'s in which even
expert users could find only about 50 percent of the faults
placed in their spreadsheets [13].
There have been attempts to reduce the number of faults
in spreadsheets. Many of these attempts are proposals to
apply common software development practices. For exam-
ple, Ronen et al. [24] propose a structured approach to
designing spreadsheets. Their approach includes a pro-
posed layout of the spreadsheet model and a spreadsheet
flow diagram similar to the data flow diagrams in
structured analysis that encourage structured top-down
design. Another approach is for the spreadsheet to include
tools that aid comprehension. For example, some versions
of Microsoft Excel auditing tools have included cell
precedent and dependent arrows [18]. Precedent arrows
for a cell A point to A from all cells that are referenced in
A's formula. Dependent arrows for a cell B point from B to
all cells that reference B in their formulas. These approaches
add information and structure which may help spreadsheet
programmers avoid faults, but none of them support
testing.
To address this problem, in previous work [25], [26], [27],
we presented a testing methodology for spreadsheets
termed the ªWhat You See Is What You Testº (WYSIWYT)
methodology. The WYSIWYT methodology provides
feedback about the ªtestednessº of cells in simple spread-
sheets in a manner that is incremental, responsive, and
entirely visual. However, scalability to large grids (large,
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two-dimensional matrices of cells) was not addressed in
that previous work. In this paper, we describe improve-
ments that allow the WYSIWYT methodology to support
testing of large grids of cells with shared or copied
formulas.
We have integrated a prototype implementation of the
WYSIWYT methodology into the research spreadsheet
language Forms/3 [3], [4], [5] and the examples in this
paper are presented in that language. In our prototype,
every cell in the spreadsheet is considered to be untested
when it is first created, except input cells (cells whose
formulas may contain constants and operators, but no cell
references and no if-expressions), which are considered
trivially tested. For the noninput cells, ªtestednessº is
reflected via border colors on a continuum from untested
(red, or light gray in this paper) to tested (blue, or black in
this paper).
The process is as follows: During the user's spreadsheet
development, whenever the user notices a correct value, he
or she lets the system know of this decision by validating the
correct cell (clicking in the validation checkbox in its right
corner), which causes a checkmark to appear, as in Fig. 1.
This communication lets the system track judgments of
correctness, propagate the implications of these judgments
to cells that contributed to the computation of the validated
cell's value, and reflect this increase in ªtestednessº by
coloring borders of the checked cell and its contributing
cells more blue (darker gray to black). On the other hand,
whenever the user notices an incorrect value, rather than
checking it off, he or she eventually finds the faulty formula
and fixes it. This formula edit means that affected cells will
now have to be retested; the system is aware of which ones
those are and recolors their borders more red (lighter gray),
denoting more ªuntested.º
As with programs in other languages, most spreadsheets
can have an infinite number of inputs; hence, not all
possible inputs can be tested and a means must be provided
for determining whether testing has been adequate. In our
previous work, we developed an abstract model for simple
spreadsheets with conventional expression-based formulas
and used it to define several test adequacy criteria [25], [26].
The strongest criterion we defined, du-adequacy, is the
criterion we use in this paper to define when a spreadsheet
has been tested ªenough.º We describe the model in
Section 2 and extend the model and du-adequacy criterion
as they relate to spreadsheet grids in subsequent sections.
The border colors described above indicate the extent to
which the du-adequacy criterion has been satisfied.
Thus, if the user manages to turn all the red (light gray)
borders blue (black), the du-adequacy criterion has been
satisfied. In our empirical work on simple spreadsheet
cells, subjects were significantly more likely to achieve du-
adequate coverage and do so efficiently using the
WYSIWYT methodology than those not using it [28]; du-
adequate test suites were frequently significantly more
effective at fault detection than random test suites [25] and
subjects were significantly more likely to correctly elim-
inate faults using the WYSIWYT methodology than those
not using it [8].
The methodology for testing spreadsheets as described
above worked at the granularity of individual cells.
However, most large grids in spreadsheets are fairly
homogeneous, i.e., they consist of many cells whose
formulas are identical except for some of the row/column
indices. For example, suppose the spreadsheet in Fig. 1 were
expanded to calculate student grades for a class containing
500 students. There are two problems with applying the
previous testing methodology to this kind of grid:
Problem 1. For the user, the problem is that each of the 500
course grade cells would have to be explicitly validated
for all the borders to appear blue (black), denoting
completely tested. The user is not likely to go to this
much trouble for essentially identical cells; this would
mean that the user would be burdened with keeping
track of which cells ªreallyº need testing and which (due
to their similarities to other cells) do not.
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Fig. 1. Forms/3 grades spreadsheet. The user validated four of the cells and then, to test further, entered a new input for Farnes's HWAVG. This new
input changed the affected Average and COURSE cells'
p
s to ?s because these cells no longer contain the values the user validated. The COURSE
formulas (not shown) have an if-expression; since only one branch of it has been tested, the borders for the two COURSE cells that have been
validated to date (those in the top two rows) are between red and blue (light gray and black, for color-blind users).
Problem 2. For the system, the problem is that the
performance of the testing subsystem depends on the
number of cells. Hence, responsiveness is impaired by
the presence of large grids.
For both the user and the system, these burdens seem
inappropriate, given that the Grades spreadsheet's for-
mulas with 500 students are exactly the same as those of the
Grades spreadsheet with only five students. To address
these problems, the previous methodology needed to be
extended to explicitly support homogeneous grids. In
addition, we imposed a ªdo no harmº constraint, requiring
that any such extensions not add significant overhead to
testing spreadsheets that do not feature such large grids.
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Homogeneity of Grids
A grid is a two-dimensional matrix of cells. Most commer-
cial spreadsheet systems are entirely grid-based. The grids
of particular interest in this work are largely homogeneous
Ði.e., most of their cells have identical formulas, except
perhaps for row/column indices. Thus, in this paper, the
term grid implies some homogeneity and the term region
refers to a subgrid in which every cell has the same formula,
except that row/column indices may differ.
A spreadsheet language requires knowledge of the
homogeneity of a grid region's formulas in order to take
advantage of the approach described in this paper, but this
knowledge is easily obtained. It is already present in those
spreadsheet languages in which the user is allowed to
explicitly share a single formula among several cells (e.g.,
LotusTM, Forms/3 [3], [4], [5], Formulate [31], Prograph
spreadsheets [29], and Chi et al.'s visualization spreadsheet
language [7]). If not already present, it can easily be
gathered ªbehind the scenesº by a spreadsheet system,
such as by maintaining knowledge of the relationships
among copied formulas, as in [10].
2.2 Static Grids vs. Dynamic Grids
There are two attributes of grids and regions that are static
in some spreadsheet languages and dynamic in others and
these attributes significantly impact the manner in which
testedness of grid cells can be tracked. The first is whether a
grid's size (number of rows and columns) is specified
statically or dynamically. Static specification of grid size is
the norm for commercial spreadsheet systems, but some
research systems use dynamic size specifications (e.g.,
Forms/3 and Formulate).
The second of these two attributes is whether determina-
tion is static or dynamic as to exactly which cells are being
referenced in a formula. The most common approach in
commercial spreadsheet systems is static, restricting cell
row/column references to being based only on static
position, optionally offset by a constant.
Traditional imperative languagesÐfor which most re-
search in testing has occurredÐtypically support statically
sized, dynamically referenced grids via arrays. Approaches
for reasoning about the testedness of array elements have
been suggested [12], [14], [15]; in general, however, the
problem of precisely treating array references at the element
level is unsolvable for the dynamic referencing that is the
norm in imperative programs. Thus, the prevalence of static
referencing in the spreadsheet paradigm affords unusual
opportunities for reasoning about testedness.
In summary, for viable application to commercial
spreadsheet systems, a testing methodology must at least
support statically sized, statically referenced grids. The two
approaches described in this paper do support this type of
grid and also support the dynamically sized, statically
referenced grid type.
2.3 Grids in Forms/3
Our work was prototyped using Forms/3 grids. In this
work, a grid is a tuple (ID, region set, row dimension cell,
column dimension cell), where the row dimension cell and
column dimension cell are two distinguished cells whose
formulas define the grid's dimensions and the region set is
a set of regions. Each region is also a tuple (ID, cell set,
formula), where the cell set is the set of all the cells
contained in the region (each element of which is termed
an element cell) and formula is an expression shared by all
element cells. Formula syntax follows conventional
spreadsheet syntax, with the addition of ªpseudocon-
stantsº i and j to mean ªthis rowº and ªthis column,º
respectively.
To define values for a Forms/3 grid's cells, the user
statically partitions the grid into rectangular regions and,
for each region, enters a single formula for all element cells
it contains. To statically derive a cell's formula from its
shared region formula, the system replaces any pseudo-
constants i and j in the formula by the cell's actual row and
column number. The row dimension cell and column
dimension cell can have arbitrarily complex formulas.
Fig. 2 shows a spreadsheet similar to the spreadsheet
shown in Fig. 1, but rewritten to use grids. The user can
enter a formula via a formula tab ( ). The input cells each
have their own formulas (one cell per region), but note that
the rightmost column (region) has a single shared formula,
as does the Average grid. The row and column dimension
formulas (not shown) are simply constants in this example.
2.4 The Cell Relation Graph Model
In our previous work [25], [26], we defined an abstract
model for spreadsheets, called a cell relation graph (CRG),
that we use to model those spreadsheets and to define and
support testing. The approaches described here for testing
grids are based upon this model. A CRG is a pair (V, E),
where V is a set of formula graphs and E is a set of directed
edges called cell dependence edges connecting pairs of
elements in V. Each formula graph in V represents the
formula for a cell and each edge in E models the data
dependencies between a pair of cells. There is one formula
graph for each cell in the spreadsheet. Each formula graph
models flow of control within a cell's formula and is
comparable to a control flow graph representing a
procedure in an imperative program [1], [22]. Thus, a
formula graph is a set of nodes and edges. The nodes in a
formula graph consist of an entry node modeling initiation of
the associated formula's execution, an exit node modeling
termination of that formula's execution, and one or more
predicate nodes and/or computation nodes modeling execution
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of if-expressions' predicate tests and all other computa-
tional expressions, respectively. The edges in a formula
graph model control flow between pairs of formula graph
nodes. Edges that are out-edges from predicate nodes are
labeled with the value to which the conditional expression
in the associated predicate must evaluate for that particular
edge to be taken.
For example, Fig. 3 depicts a portion of the CRG for the
simple spreadsheet shown in Fig. 2. Each formula graph is
delimited by a dotted rectangle. In the figure, formula
graph nodes labeled E and X are entry and exit nodes,
respectively. Nodes with multiple out-edges (represented
as rectangles) are predicate nodes. Other nodes are
computation nodes.
2.5 The DU-Adequacy Criterion for Spreadsheets
Using the CRG model, we defined a test adequacy criterion
for spreadsheets, which we refer to as the du-adequacy
criterion. We summarize it somewhat informally here; a full
formal treatment has been provided elsewhere [25].
The du-adequacy criterion is a type of dataflow
adequacy criterion [11], [12], [16], [22]. Such criteria relate
test adequacy to interactions between definitions and uses
of variables in source code (definition-use associations,
abbreviated du-associations). In spreadsheets, cells play the
role of variables; a definition of cell C is a node in the
formula graph for C representing an expression that defines
C and a use of cell C is either a computational use (a
nonpredicate node that refers to C) or a predicate use (an out-
edge from a predicate node that refers to C). Under the du-
adequacy criterion, cell C is said to have been adequately
tested (covered) when all of the du-associations whose uses
occur in C have been exercised by at least one test: that is,
where inputs have been found that cause the expressions
associated with both the definitions and uses to be executed
and where this execution produces a value in some cell that
is pronounced ªcorrectº by a user validation. (The closest
analogue to this criterion in the literature on testing
imperative programs is the ªoutput-influencing-All-duº
dataflow adequacy criterion [11], a variant of the ªall-usesº
criterion [22].) In the CRG model, a test is a user decision as
to whether a particular cell contains the correct value, given
the input cells' values upon which it depends.
For example, the du-associations involving Abbott's
FINAL cell (Grades[1,3]) and his COURSE cell
(Grades[1,4]), using the node numbers shown in Fig. 3,
are (2, 5T), (2, 5F), (2, 6), and (2, 7). Hence, under the
du-adequacy criterion, Grades[1,4] is adequately tested
when there has been a test in which Grades[1,3] was
greater than Grades[1,2], exercising du-associations (2,
5T) and (2, 6), and another test in which Grades[1,3] was
not greater than Grades[1,2], exercising du-associations
(2, 5F) and (2, 7). (We are simplifying this discussion by
ignoring the uses of Abbott's MIDTERM and HWAVG since
their formula graphs are not explicitly shown in Fig. 3.)
3 THE STRAIGHTFORWARD APPROACH
An obvious approach to explicitly supporting grid testing is
to enhance the user interface so that the user can validate all
or part of an entire region in one operation, but to have the
system maintain testedness information about each cell
individually using the CRG model just as described above.
We term this approach the Straightforward approach. The
Straightforward approach modifies our previous methodo-
logy's algorithms in straightforward ways to facilitate
working with large grids. It is important to consider even
such a simple strategy seriously because, if it is viable, there
is no reason to invest in more elaborate strategies.
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Fig. 2. A version of the Grades spreadsheet using Forms/3 grids under the Straightforward approach. The user is in the process of selecting four
COURSE cells by stretching the dotted rectangle.
In the Straightforward approach, the only change from
the user's perspective is that a group selection device such
as a rubberband is added. The user can use this device to
select a group of cells in a grid and validate any of the
selected cells, which applies the validation to all the selected
cells. The rubberband does not ªdeclareº any permanent
relationship; it is simply a transient selection device. When
the user does not use the rubberband, the user's validation
of one grid cell X applies to X and only X, just as in the
previous methodology. Other than the rubberband, the
visual communication devices are exactly the same as in the
original WYSIWYT methodology. Thus, in Fig. 2, every cell
has its own testing color border and validation checkbox,
just as in our earlier work. For example, if no cells in Fig. 2
had been validated yet and then the user selected and
validated Abbott's COURSE cell only, which executes the
predicate and the else-expression in the formula, then
only Abbott's COURSE cell would have been shown in
purple (medium gray), denoting partially tested.
A strength of the Straightforward approach is that,
because all information is kept individually for each cell, the
user has the flexibility to validate any arbitrary group of
contiguous1 cells or even any cell individually. For example,
the actual scenario of Fig. 2 is that the user somehow
previously validated the top four COURSE cells and then
changed the input contributing to the fourth (Smith's) cell,
which is why its validation checkbox now contains a ª?º. At
the point the figure was captured, the user was in the
process of rubberbanding the top four COURSE cells in
order to validate that group all at once since all of those cells
use the else part of the formula and the value being
scrutinized in Smith's COURSE cell is correct. In this
scenario, the user plans to next attend individually to
Thomas's COURSE cell, which uses the then part.
3.1 Information Required by the Approach
As in the original WYSIWYT methodology, the Straightfor-
ward approach requires the information described in
Table 1 for each cell. Like other spreadsheet languages,
our system can retrieve or update any cell efficiently,
accomplished via a hash table in our system.
It is reasonable to rely upon the formula parser to keep
the first four items in Table 1 up-to-date because the first
two are already needed to support the usual spreadsheet
abilities of efficiently updating the screen and cached values
after each formula edit and the next two are easily collected
while collecting the first two. The algorithms for maintain-
ing the remaining items are described next.
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Fig. 3. A portion of the CRG for the spreadsheet of Fig. 2. Shown are formula graphs for the Grades grid.
1. The mention of contiguity is only because the user interface device (a
rubberband) needs to spatially surround the cells.
3.2 The Algorithms and Their Complexities
To support the testing of grids under the Straightforward
approach, the system needs to perform four tasks. In
describing cell relationships in these tasks, we use produ-
cer/consumer terminology. A direct producer of cell C is a
cell referenced explicitly in C's formula. From this, we
recursively define a producer of C as either a direct producer
of C or a direct producer of a producer of C. Similarly, a
direct consumer of cell C is a cell that refers explicitly to C in
its formula and a consumer of C is either a direct consumer
of C or a direct consumer of a consumer of C.
The four tasks for incrementally updating all the
necessary information are:
Task 1: Collecting static information. Whenever the user
edits a formula for C's region, C.DUAs.Incoming and
C.DUAs.Outgoing are recollected. In addition, the out-
going and incoming du-associations in C's direct
producers and direct consumers, respectively, are
updated.
Task 2: Tracking execution. Whenever C is executed, the most
recent set of C's formula graph nodes executed (C's trace)
is stored in C.Trace.
Task 3: Validation. Whenever the user validates C by clicking
on it, each element of C.DUAs.Incoming whose use node
is in C.Trace is marked exercised. This process is
performed on each producer of C as well.
Task 4: Adjusting test adequacy information. Whenever the
user edits some noninput cell's formula2 for any
producer P of C, C.DUAs.Incoming's elements that
directly or transitively contain uses of P are marked
ªnot exercised.º
For example, the result of Task 1, gathering du-
associations, for cell Grades[1,4] in Fig. 2 would include
(2, 5T), (2, 5F), (2, 6), and (2, 7), as was discussed in Section
2.5; the result of Task 2, tracing its execution, would be {4, 5,
7, 8}; the result of Task 3, validating it, would be that du-
associations (2, 5F) and (2, 7) as well as some involving
Grades[1,1] and Grades[1,2] would be marked
ªexercisedº; and the result of Task 4, adjusting testedness
after an edit, would be that such marks in its consumer,
Average[1,4], would be removed and the borders of
both Grades[1,4] and Average[1,4] would be reset to
the untested color (red or light gray). Note that, because
these tasks are not triggered by the same user actions, they
run at different times.
Fig. 4 gives the algorithm for Task 1, collection of du-
associations. Whenever the user edits the region's formula,
this algorithm processes each cell in the region. After deleting
prior information (using deletePriorDUAInformation,
an algorithm of the same structure and complexity as the
algorithm in Fig. 4), the main part of the algorithm proceeds.
Note the use of StaticallyResolve; it is an O(1)
routine that returns the actual cell to which a reference
with relative indices resolves. For example, if some cell
M[1, 3]'s formula contains a reference to P[i, j-1], then
StaticallyResolve(M[1, 3],P[i, j-1]) returns P[1, 2]. The
low cost of StaticallyResolve depends upon the static
referencing common in spreadsheet languages and on the
ability to determine statically which of the shared formulas is
the appropriate one for a given cell. The mechanisms for
formula sharing in commercial spreadsheet systems are
static, so they fulfill this requirement. The formula sharing
mechanism in Forms/3 is also static, using regions, so it
too fulfills this requirement. Given static region sizes,
StaticallyResolve works even in the case of dynami-
cally sized grids because, in that combination, each region
size except one (the one that has been defined to hold
elements not in any other region) still has a statically
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TABLE 1
The Six Types of Primary Information Collected in the Straightforward Approach for Each Cell C
The information is collected by updating hash tables while parsing formulas (statically) and while executing formulas (dynamically).
2. A simple variant on Task 4 is triggered by editing an input cell's
formula, which does not change testedness information, although it does
change validation checkmarks of affected cells to question marks. This
variant is not covered in detail in this paper since it is simply a matter of
omitting most of the work of the Task 4 algorithms.
determined size, which means the applicable region (correct
shared formula) for any cell can be statically determined.
StaticallyResolve is needed only in the producer loop,
in processing the formula to determine C's relationships to its
direct producers; it was already performed earlier for C's
consumer cells, namely, at the times their own formulas were
edited.
Except for its introduction of StaticallyResolve,
CollectAssoc is simply a slightly modified version of the
algorithm developed for the original WYSIWYT methodol-
ogy. It is called n times by CollectAssocSF, once for each
cell in a region of size n. Thus, because CollectAssoc is
called for every cell in the region, its cost is n times the
single-cell cost, a cost incurred whenever the region's
formula is edited. The single-cell cost is Opd  cd, where
pd and cd are C's number of direct producers and direct
consumers, respectively, assuming a constant-bounded
formula length [25]. Thus, for a region of size n, the total
cost is Onpd  cd for CollectAssocSF, where pd and cd
have the definitions above generalized to support the
context of regions: They are the number of direct producers
and direct consumers, respectively, of the worst-case cell in
the region.
Task 2, collecting each cell's execution trace, must be
performed whenever a cell executes and is accomplished
simply via a probe in the evaluation engine. Thus, this task
can be done easily and efficiently, adding only O(1) to the
cost of executing a cell, and is incurred only for the cells that
actually execute.
For Task 3, the Straightforward approach marks as
ªexercisedº the cell's relevant du-associations, as well as
those of its producers (i.e., its backward dynamic slice)
and shows via colors the resulting increase in du-
associations exercised by the user's testing. To do so, it
simply calls the original WYSIWYT methodology's version
of ValidateCoverage n times, where n is the number of
cells in the selected group of cells. ValidateCoverage
was presented in our earlier work and its time complexity
is O(p), where p is the number of C's producers [25], [27].
It sets C.DUA.exercised to true for each element of
C.DUAs.Incoming whose use is in C.Trace and then
recursively calls ValidateCoverage on each cell
referred to in C.Trace's uses. Finally, it updates the screen
display of C to reflect its new testedness status. To
facilitate comparison with the approach presented in the
next section, we assume the selected group is a region of
n cells, which is what the user would select in order to
validate all element cells sharing the region's formula.
Since the cost of this task is n times the cost of the task
performed on a single cell, the Task 3 total is O(np), where
p represents the number of producers (worst case) of any
cell in the selected group.
For Task 4, whenever a region's formula is edited, the
Straightforward approach repeatedly calls AdjustTest-
edness, the original WYSIWYT methodology's version
[25], [27], for every cell in the region. Once invoked on C,
AdjustTestedness keeps calling itself until every con-
sumer of C has been processed. Thus, the cost of the task is
n times the cost of the task performed on a single cell or
O(nc), where c is the number of consumers (worst case) of
any cell in the region.
4 REGION REPRESENTATIVE APPROACH
The Region Representative approach is a more elaborate
approach. It aims directly at Problem 2 (system efficiency)
by doing most of its reasoning at the granularity of entire
regions rather than at the granularity of individual cells,
thereby removing some of the dependency on region size.
(Recall from Sections 2.1 and 2.3 that a region is a group of
adjacent cells known by the system to have been given the
same formula by the user; an example is Fig. 5's COURSE
column, whose cells share the formula shown.) Unlike in
the Straightforward approach, in the Region Representative
approach, the user does not explicitly select a group of cells
to validate; rather, the user's validation of a single cell is
considered to be a validation of all cells in the same region
for the same input values as those affecting the explicitly
validated cell. This approach improves system efficiency
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Fig. 4. Straightforward approach Task 1 algorithm for collecting a region's du-associations for region R.
over the Straightforward approach and provides many
conveniences to the user, some of which are even greater
than in the Straightforward approach, but it does not
provide quite as much flexibility to the user.
The visual devices depict the reasoning differences from
the Straightforward approach. The crux of these differences
is that the information collected when a user validates an
element cell is shared with all the other elements in the
region and this sharing is indicated via a single testing
border around the entire region, as in Fig. 5. For example, if
no cells in Fig. 5 have been validated yet and then the user
validates Abbott's COURSE cell, which executes the pre-
dicate and the else-expression in the formula, the COURSE
column's testing border turns purple (medium gray), which
is the point at which the screenshot in Fig. 5 was made. If
the user subsequently validated Thomas's COURSE cell,
which executes the then-expression, the entire column's
testing border would then become blue (black), denoting
fully tested.
Although an important motivation in developing the
Region Representative approach has been to reduce the
workload of the system, the Region Representative
approach also offers several advantages to the workload
of the user. These advantages stem from the fact that the
user does less test input generation manually: A large grid
already provides a variety of input data. The first advantage
is that the user may not need to conjure up new test inputs.
For example, in the Grades spreadsheet, the user tested
Abbott's COURSE cell in part by selecting another cell for
validationÐThomas's COURSE cellÐbecause it had a useful
set of test inputs already contributing to it. In contrast to
this, in the Straightforward approach, the user could
achieve coverage on Abbott's COURSE cell only by editing
in different input values to force execution of both branches
in that particular cell (Abbott's). This leads to a mechanical
advantage as well: The Region Representative approach
requires fewer physical actions, i.e., edits and validation
clicks, to achieve full coverage. This mechanical advantage
becomes significant in a large grid, such as a 500-student
version of the Grades spreadsheet. The third advantage is
that, when the user does not provide a new test input, he or
she does not need to modify the ªrealº input data and then
remember to restore it. Fourth, the user's job as oracle
(decider of the correctness of values) may be easier with the
Region Representative approach because, with so many
inputs from which to choose, it may be possible to notice
one that produces obvious answers, such as Thomas's
values (bottom row of Fig. 5).
An apparent disadvantage is loss of flexibility: The user
seems to have no way to prevent the propagation of
testedness to all the cells in the region. Hence, some
functionality is lost. For example, the user cannot exclude a
cell from group tests in favor of individualized testing, such
as a cell that refers to an out-of-range value. However, most
instances of this disadvantage can be removed by allowing
the user to subdivide a region into more than one region for
testing purposes. For example, suppose there is a region R
in which each cell is computed by adding one to the cell
above it. The user might want to test the top row of a
rectangular region separately because it is based on an
initial set of values (those provided by a different region
above it) rather than upon cells in the same region. To do
this in our prototype, the user simply subdivides R into two
regions, R1 and R2, and tests them separately.
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Fig. 5. The Grades spreadsheet from Fig. 2 shown here under the Region Representative approach. The user is in the process of testing by
clicking the validation checkbox of Abbott's COURSE cell, which validates du-associations connected with the else part of the formula for the entire
COURSE region.
4.1 CRG Model Modifications
The Region Representative approach requires modifications
to the CRG model described in Section 2.4. The first
modification is that, instead of a formula graph for each
cell in a region R, R's cells are collectively modeled by a
single formula graph of an abstract cell Rij, termed the region
representative for region R, such as in Fig. 6. The second
modification is that du-associations are separated into two
classes: those whose definitions occur in input cells (termed
constant du-associations) and those whose definitions do not.
Consider CS, a set of constant du-associations with the same
use; all cells whose du-associations' definitions are elements
of CS are said to be members of the same constant region.
Each constant region is represented by a single region
representative since all of its members are, in essence,
simply different input possibilities for the same use.
Using a single formula graph to represent multiple
constant definitions involving the same constant use is
important to the practicality of the approach. Without this
device, a user would have to validate enough cells to
involve every input cell in the spreadsheetÐone for each
student in the Grades exampleÐand this would interfere
with the scalability needed to solve Problem 2. For example,
returning to Fig. 5, all cells in the Grades grid's columns 1-
3 (labeled HWAVG, MIDTERM, and FINAL) have individual
constant formulas. Since there are five students, there are
five constant du-associations terminating at the same use:
the reference to Grades[i@3] in the COURSE region's
then-expression. If the system required each of these du-
associations to be validated separately, the user would need
to validate five rows twice, modifying inputs for each, to
exercise all the references in the then and the else
referring to these separate uses. However, since constant
du-associations terminating in the same use node are
represented by a single representative instead, as illustrated
in Fig. 6, the user can pick just one row that has been
executed by the then case (Abbott's row in our example)
and thereby exercise all the region's du-associations
involving that use node with just one test and then pick
one more row (e.g., Thomas's) for the else case.
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Fig. 6. CRG showing the region representative of Fig. 5's Grades' column 4, labeled Grades[i, 4] here. Column 3 contains input cells that do not have
any shared formulas, but form a constant region, labeled Grades[i, 3]. Constant regions are also formed by columns 1 and 2. Note how much smaller
this CRG is than the Straightforward approach's version of Fig. 3: There are four CRG nodes in this figure, as compared to the 20 nodes in Fig. 3.
TABLE 2
Region Representative Approach's Information Collected
In the Region Representative approach, only the trace information is still stored for each cell. The region representative Rij stores the rest of the
testing-oriented information as a representative of all cells in its region. (The numbering at left refers to the numbering of Table 1.)
4.2 Information Collected
To realize the Region Representative approach, most of the
testing-oriented information corresponding to that de-
scribed in Table 1 must be shared among element cells of
a region via the region's representative. See Table 2.
4.3 Task 1 Reasoning: Collecting Static Information
for Region R
The algorithm for collecting Rij.DUAs (Task 1) is shown in
Fig. 7. As in the Straightforward approach, this algorithm is
triggered whenever a formula is edited. One important
difference from CollectAssocSF (Fig. 4) is that du-
association collection is done once per region rather than
once per cell. The other important difference is that, if
region representative Rij refers to grid G's cell DP, then the
representative of every region in G to which DP could
possibly belong must be regarded as a source of definitions
used by Rij.
CollectAssocRR uses StaticallyResolveRegion,
which is similar to StaticallyResolve, but returns
information about regions rather than about cells. Given a
region R and its representative Rij whose formula includes
a reference P[i, j-1], StaticallyResolveRegion returns
a list of representatives for regions to which P[i, j-1] could
belong, at a cost of O(r), where r is the number of regions in
grid P. In StaticallyResolveRegion, Rij provides the
context. For example, if R, which includes row 1 from
columns 2 to 4, refers to P[i, j-1], where P is a grid with
regions at the same positions as in R's grid, then
StaticallyResolveRegion(Rij, P[i, j-1]) returns two
representatives: one for the region of P containing only row
1 column 1 and one for the region of P containing row 1
columns 2 to 4.
StaticallyResolveRegion's reasonable time cost is
possible because regions are rectangular and contiguous;
hence, geometric reasoning can be used instead of a search
to determine whether a cell reference could be within a
particular region's boundaries. In the above example with
Rij as the representative for region R spanning (1, 2) to (1,
4), Rij's reference to P[i, j-1] falls within the rectangle
bounded by (1, 1) and (1, 3); hence, any region in P
overlapping this rectangle is potentially the region in
which one of the P[i, j-1]s actually resides.
It is also possible to extend StaticallyResolveR-
egion to accommodate noncontiguous and nonrectangular
regions. For example, in the Grades spreadsheet of Fig. 5,
suppose Green has a medical emergency and misses the
midterm exam and suppose the instructor chooses to
calculate Green's COURSE grade using a special formula
that omits the MIDTERM cell. Geometrically, this would
divide the Grades grid's COURSE column (region) into
three rectangular regionsÐone for every student above
Green, one for Green's COURSE grade and one for every
student below GreenÐbut, logically, two regions would be
more appropriate because only two distinct formulas are
neededÐone for Green's COURSE grade and one for all the
other students' COURSE grades. Supporting a region
consisting of multiple disjoint rectangles could be done if
StaticallyResolveRegion (and StaticallyRe-
solve) were changed to reason about each rectangle rather
than about each region, changing the cost to O(rect), where
rect is the number of rectangles. Since ignoring nonrectan-
gular and noncontiguous regions in this presentation does
not result in loss of generality, for the rest of this paper, we
will ignore them for brevity.
4.3.1 Time Complexity of Task 1
Suppose there is a region R and its representative is Rij. Let
pd
0 be the number of region representatives3 that are
potentially referenced by Rij's uses, i.e., a conservative
(static) definition of Rij's direct producers. This is the set
traversed by the first two loops of the algorithm. Within these
first two loops is a call to StaticallyResolveRegion,
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Fig. 7. Task 1 algorithm for collecting a region's du-associations in the Region Representative approach.
3. For simplicity, in cost analyses, we will consider a cell that is not in a
region to be a representative of itself.
which costs O(r), where r is the maximum number of regions
in a grid being referred to by any one reference in Rij's
formula. Let f be the maximum number of definition nodes in
any referenced region's formula graph. This is the set
traversed by the innermost loop. Finally, let cd
0 be the
number of region representatives that have previously been
determined to potentially reference Rij (a conservative
definition of Rij's direct consumers). These are the cells
visited by the last loop. Thus, the total time cost of the
algorithm is:
Orfpd0  cd0:
The above cost can be further simplified when there is a
maximum imposed on formula lengths. Most spreadsheet
languages have such a maximum; for example, in Excel, the
maximum is 1,024 characters. Given the presence of such a
maximum, f becomes constant-bounded by the maximum
formula length, simplifying the asymptotic time cost of
Task 1 to:
Orpd0  cd0
as compared to the Straightforward approach's cost of
Onpd  ncd. The savings over the Straightforward
approach's cost come from all three factors. This is
because Rij's pd
0 direct producers and cd0 direct consumers
include region representatives, each of which potentially
replaces multiple elements in all the element cells' pd
direct producers and cd direct consumers. Similarly, r is
potentially much smaller than n. For example, for the
COURSE region of Grades (i.e., Grades[i,4]) of Fig. 5
and Fig. 6, although cd
0 and cd are equal (cd0  cd  1), and
pd
0 and pd are equal (pd0  pd  3), r = 1 region, whereas n
= 5 cells in the COURSE region.
4.3.2 Cost of Task 1 in Context
This algorithm is triggered when the user edits region R's
formula. At this point, the costs any spreadsheet system
must incur even without the existence of a testing
subsystem are those of parsing the formula, which costs
at least the number of characters in the formula, of
calculating at least the on-screen cells in R, requiring visits
to the on-screen cells in R and some of their producers, and
of notifying consumers of the edited cell that their values
are out of date, requiring recalculation and/or discarding of
any previously cached values [25].
Of these three costs, the costs of evaluation and notifica-
tion are the most useful to consider because they are the
greatest that involve the same cell sets as in Task 1. If all of
the region's cells are on the screen, the cost of evaluation is at
least as great as Opd0) because the system needs to revisit at
least all direct producers and to recalculate producers
(including direct producers) that do not already have up-
to-date cached values. (Each cell can keep a pointer to its
representative, as is the case in our implementation, so that a
visit to a cell can lead to the representative with only a
constant cost addition.) Notification of consumers requires
the system to visit at least all the direct consumers. Since
evaluation and notification visit at least the same cells as in
Task 1, then, when the region is entirely on the screen and r is
smallÐwhich is the case for spreadsheets with many shared
formulas and/or multiple input cellsÐthe cost of Task 1 in
the context in which it is performed increases the spread-
sheet language's workload by a multiplicative constant
factor. However, when these conditions do not hold,
whether the worst case cost of Task 1 increases by more
than a multiplicative constant factor the cost of work
triggered by a formula edit depends on the host spreadsheet
language's particular evaluation and caching strategies.
4.4 Task 2 Reasoning: Tracking Execution Traces
Storing execution traces whenever a cell executes is, as in
the Straightforward approach, implemented simply by
inserting a probe into the evaluation engine, so no separate
algorithm is presented here. The probe adds O(1) to the cost
of evaluating a cell.
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Fig. 8. Task 3 algorithm for validating a cell in region R under the Region Representative approach.
4.5 Task 3 Reasoning: Validating All of Region R
The algorithm for validation is shown in Fig. 8. Valida-
teRepRR is similar to a single call to the original WYSIWYT
methodology's ValidateCoverage algorithm, with the
difference that ValidateRepRR derives cell references
from generic region row/column specifiers, which is
accomplished via the call to StaticallyResolve. Even
though trace information for each cell is used, in general
this algorithm reasons at the granularity of regions about
du-associations in the region's formula. It marks as
exercised region du-associations involving uses in the
cell's trace being validated and then repeats recursively
on the producers contributing to these uses. In contrast to
this, in the Straightforward approach, Task 3 makes
multiple calls to the original WYSIWYT methodology's
ValidateCoverage algorithm.
Suppose the algorithm's incoming parameter cell C exists
in region R, whose representative is Rij. Let p be the worst-
case number of producers of any element cell in R (i.e., the
worst-case size of the backwards dynamic slice of any cell in
R). ValidateRepRR traverses du-associations for all direct
producers in C's trace (jointly accomplished by the top two
loops) and then has a recursive call to the producers of these
producers. Thus, the total time cost is simply
Op
as compared to the Straightforward approach's cost of O(np).
Task 3 is triggered when the user performs one validation
of cell C. Its cost is similar to the cost of evaluating a cell
when there are no relevant cached values, but, unlike the
evaluator, Task 3 does not need to access any consumers to
notify them that their cached values are out of date.
4.6 Task 4 Reasoning: Adjusting Testedness for
Region R
The algorithm for adjusting testedness is shown in Fig. 9. It
is called when a region's formula is edited. For each
outgoing du-association in the region, it marks the du-
association ªnot exercisedº and recursively processes
consumers that make use of the edited region.
The two explicit loops traverse the du-associations in
direct consumers of C. There is also a recursive call to
consumers of these consumers. The algorithm is quite
similar to that of the Straightforward approach, except that
it stops when it has visited all consumers' representatives
(which is the same as the number of consumers for one cell),
instead of visiting all consumers of all cells. Thus, the total
time cost of Task 4 is:
Oc;
where c is the number of consumers' representatives
referred to by C's region representative's formula, as
compared to the Straightforward approach's cost of O(nc).
Task 4, like Task 1, is triggered when a new formula is
entered for region R. Most evaluation strategies require
visits to all the consumers of R's cells for purposes of
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Fig. 9. Task 4 algorithm to adjust testedness when a shared (region) formula is edited.
TABLE 3
Number of Cells Visited in Reasoning about Region R Containing n Cells
For simplicity of this table, we defined an ªordinaryº nonregion cell to be a representative of itself.
discarding cached values and/or recalculating them, the
specifics of which depend on whether the engine uses lazy
or eager evaluation [25]. Because of this fact, Task 4 under
the Region Representative approach adds only O(1) to the
other work that is normally performed by a spreadsheet
system without a testing subsystem.
4.7 A High-Level Overview of Cost Savings
The number of cells visited to reason about testing provides
a high-level, system-independent measure of time savings
potential. Table 3 compares the two approaches on this
basis.
5 EFFECTS OF THE VISUAL DEVICES ON
TIME COSTS
There are three visual devices used in the original
WYSIWYT methodology to communicate testedness to
users about individual cells. Two of themÐborder colors
and validation checkbox contents (checkmark, question
mark, or blank)Ðhave already been shown in the figures.
Here, we consider the effects of these two devices and a
third device on the time costs.
The third device available to users, which has not been
shown in the figures to this point, is optional dataflow
arrows4 colored with ªtestednessº status in the same
manner as the border colors. Not only do these arrows
show dataflow paths among cells, when formulas are
showing, they also show the interactions between formula
subexpressions and the testedness of eachÐin other words,
each du-association's testedness status. Because these
arrows extend visual feedback about testedness to the
granularity of interactions among subexpressions, they
provide information that can direct users to a testing action
that will increase testedness. To users, this additional
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Fig. 10. Since the Region Representative approach reasons at the granularity of regions rather than cells, borders and arrows depict testedness
statuses and relationships at the granularity of regions as well (evident in grid M2). (a) The initial state of spreadsheet DualReferencing with the
optional arrows showing. (b) The user has validated M2[1,1]; hence, several borders and arrows become more blue (darker gray or black). (c) The
user has now also validated M2[1,2], which turns more of the borders and arrows blue (black).
4. To avoid adding too much clutter, each cell's arrows are transient and
appear/disappear when the user clicks on the cell.
information seems to be almost as important as the border
colors: In an empirical study of the original WYSIWYT
methodology, 100 percent and 92 percent of the participants
reported that the border colors and arrows, respectively,
were helpful to their testing effort [28].
In the Straightforward approach, all three of the visual
devices were employed unchanged for grids, just as
described in the paragraphs above. This was also the case
in our earliest prototypes of the Region Representative
approach. However, the impacts of this naive decision on
both usefulness and time costs were dramatic. From the
user's perspective, the number of arrows leading in and out
of the cells in just a single grid were sometimes so great, the
screen became swamped with these arrows, rendering their
communication value to users worthless. From the system's
perspective, the time savings that accrued from the Region
Representative approach's behind-the-scenes reasoning
improvements were so overshadowed by the high visual
update costs of recoloring each cell border individually, the
savings were obliterated. Thus, both aspects of scalability
were lost.
Changing the visual devices in the Straightforward
approach to solve these problems did not seem reasonable
since the very essence of that approach is its reasoning
about individual cells and this must be reflected in visual
communications with the user. However, the Region
Representative approach reasons region by region rather
than cell by cell and we were able to reflect this reasoning
granularity in the visual devices. This can be seen by
considering Fig. 10. First, note that there is only one testing
border per region, which surrounds the entire region in M2.
Also, consider M1[1,2]'s definition, which M2[1,1] uses.
This relationship is not depicted with arrows cell by cell,
but rather region by region, by pointing into M2's region's
shared formula, or the region boundary if the formula is not
showing. Thus, the arrows in the figure show that M2's
single region uses only the rightmost two of M1's regions.
For a given spreadsheet S, let r be the number of regions
in S and let n be the maximum number of element cells that
any region has. Although Task 1 does not itself trigger
visual updating, in order to support the later visual display
of the colored arrows, Task 1 must collect du-associations
about individual constant cellsÐin addition to the constant
region representative du-associations that are sufficient for
reasoning purposes. Doing so adds a cell-based loop to the
Task 1 algorithm for the Region Representative approach,
introducing a cost dependency on the number of constant
cells (nr) rather than on the number of constant regions (r).
Task 3 and Task 4 entail visual updating and these costs
can be significant. Under the Straightforward approach,
Task 3 requires repainting O(nr) cells to update each cell's
testing border. If colored arrows are on display, the cost
increases to Onr2. However, under the Region Repre-
sentative approach, this task requires only O(r) updates of
the testing borders or Or2 if colored arrows are displayed.
For Task 4, the relationship between the Straightforward
approach and the Region Representative approach is the
same in terms of r and n as for Task 3, for border and arrow
updating. In addition, Task 4 requires repainting the
validation checkboxes of O(nr) cells for both approaches.
The actual pixel repainting algorithms are part of the
Garnet user interface toolkit [20] and incur the usual
expense of reasoning about which pixels are visible and
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Fig. 11. Ten-student version of the MatrixGrades spreadsheet. (The bottom borders have been arranged to allow the relevant formulas to display
without overlap.)
ªdirty.º Because these algorithms work with pixels, in
addition to the dependency on the number of objects
updated (expressed using r and n above), there is also a
dependency on the physical sizes of these objects. Thus,
repainting a single region's border is more expensive than
repainting a single cell's border, which inherently adds
some cost back to the Region Representative approach's
region-based visual updating strategy. Such repainting
algorithms are well-established and are not part of our
work; hence, they are not presented here.
6 PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTS
To provide additional, concrete information about how the
scalability of the Region Representative approach compares
to that of the Straightforward approach, we conducted
performance experiments. The purpose of these experi-
ments was to complement the analyses of the previous
sections, which are about theoretically worst cases, with
evidence about the approaches' actual time costs for large
and small spreadsheets. Also, to measure the extent to
which the effects of visual updating actually impact
performance, the impact of costs associated with visual
updating are considered.
Since the main objective of the experiments was to
investigate scalability, we chose to vary only the size of the
spreadsheet, holding other variables (such as degree of
homogeneity, internal formula complexity, and interrela-
tionships among formulas) constant. Fig. 11 shows the
spreadsheet used. In the figure, cells for 10 students are
shown. The experiments were run on five different versions
of this spreadsheet, involving 1, 10, 100, 200, and 500
students.
The spreadsheet used is similar to the simplified grade
computation examples shown earlier in this paper, but
contains a collection of formulas reflective of some common
grading policies, such as allowing extra credit, rewarding
improvement, and discarding the lowest quiz grade. Also,
for compactness on our screen shots and analyses, addi-
tional input cells that do not add materially to the
computations, such as for student names and IDs, have
been omitted. The spreadsheet computes a course letter
grade (A, B, C, D, or F). The scores range from 0 to 100. The
first two columns of Mins track the minimum of each pair
of quiz scores, and the final column is the minimum of the
first two columns. The total score is the sum of the average
of the three highest quiz scores, the points awarded based
on the extra credit score, and bonus points for improve-
ment. The letter grade is A, B, C, or D if the total score is
greater than or equal to 90, 80, 70, or 60, respectively, and is
an F if the total score is less than 60.
In our first performance experiment, all nonconstant
formulas in the spreadsheet were edited, thus triggering
Tasks 1, 2, and 4. We term this the user-edit experiment. In
our second performance experiment, we validated the
minimum number of cells needed to achieve full coverage
(Task 3). We term this the user-validate experiment. To
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Fig. 12. Task 1 costs of editing all seven of the nonconstant formulas for
the different spreadsheet sizes on the x-axis. Solid black denotes the
Straightforward approach and gray/dashed denotes the Region Repre-
sentative approach. Data labels marked ªtº are total times incurred for
these edits and are the values actually plotted. In addition, average
response times per single edit action are shown (marked ªpeº).
Fig. 13. Total execution times of Task 3 in the user-validate experiment
(validating enough cells to turn all testing borders blue or black). For
both approaches, response times (not shown) were all less than one
second per user validation action.
compare runtimes of the two approaches, we ran both
experiments on a Sun workstation and compared the
timings of the Region Representative approach to those of
the Straightforward approach. All timings are execution
time averages of 10 consecutive runs and were taken on a
Sun UltraSparc with 512 MB of RAM, with a single user,
under Liquid Common Lisp 5.0.3 with Garnet [20].
Task 1. The comparisons for Task 1 (collecting static
information) in the user-edit experiment are graphed in
Fig. 12. As the graph shows, for 10-500 students, the Region
Representative approach was much faster than the Straight-
forward approach and it did not slow the system down
appreciably for the spreadsheet of one student. Further,
responsiveness per edit remained reasonable for the Region
Representative approach, adding less than one-half second
to the spreadsheet's response time per formula edit, even in
the 500-student spreadsheet. The polynomial growth of
savings demonstrated in this experiment by the Region
Representative approach is consistent with the multifactor
advantage pointed out earlier by the analysis of this task's
reasoning cost. The Region Representative's growth is not
flat because of the information that must be collected to
support the visual aspects, as discussed in Section 5.
Task 2. The costs of Task 2 were negligible under both
approaches.
Task 3. Fig. 13 displays performance comparisons for
Task 3, gathered in the user-validate experiment. In the
experiment, the goal was to validate all cells in the
spreadsheet. Under the Region Representative approach,
it was possible, by selecting appropriate test cases, to
achieve 100 percent coverage in 10 validations. The fact that
at least 10 is required for this spreadsheet can be seen from
the two rightmost formulas alone: LetterGrade has five
cases and Imp has two cases, each of which interacts with
each LetterGrades case. The same inputs that exercise
these were also chosen so that the other interactions were
exercised at the same time.
Thus, under the Region Representative approach, we
achieved full coverage by validating 10 cells in the
LetterGrade column once each, a total of 10 validations
per spreadsheet, with the exception of the 1-student
spreadsheet. In the 1-student spreadsheet, under both
approaches, we measured timings by validating the only
cell in the LetterGrade column once. This did not achieve
full coverage in this spreadsheet, but is the most useful for
consistent comparisons with the larger grids. Also, even
though it does not achieve full coverage, its timing shows
that the overhead expense did not swamp the costs in small
grids.
On the other hand, in the Straightforward approach, each
LetterGrade cell had to be validated 10 times to achieve
full coverage, a total of 10N validations per spreadsheet. In
addition to checking off values, in the Straightforward
approach, a great deal of editing of input cells was required;
however, we omitted this cost, choosing instead to isolate
validation cost. Thus, the graph shows only the execution
costs of checking off enough values to achieve 100 percent
du-adequacy.
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Fig. 14. Task 4 comparison in the user-edit experiment.
TABLE 4
User Actions Required to Test the MatrixGrades Spreadsheet (Task 3)
The edit counts in the Straightforward approach are greater than the number of students because each student must be edited nine times.
In the Task 3 measurements, the impact of the visual
updating was very apparent. In the Region Representative
approach, the GUI updates accounted for 50 percent to
90 percent of the total cost. In the Straightforward approach,
the GUI cost was much higher than in the Region
Representative approach in number of seconds (e.g.,
34.9 seconds versus 9.3 seconds in the 500-student case),
but the reasoning cost still outweighed the GUI cost in that
approach. This is because each spreadsheet required
10 separate validation actions for each cell in the Straight-
forward approach, which caused 10 duplicated traversals
over the same paths (greatly increasing the reasoning cost)
even though only fractions of the paths required visual
updating during any one traversal.
Task 4. Fig. 14 presents performance comparisons of the
two approaches for Task 4, collected in the user-edit
experiment. Task 4 includes a visual component, which is
the reason the Region Representative approach's times
increased at a slow linear rate, rather than holding constant.
The Region Representative approach's total costs were
approximately the same as for Task 3; however, the
Straightforward approach's total costs were much less
expensive than for Task 3 because Task 4 features only
seven user actions (edits) per spreadsheet triggering data
structure traversals, as compared to the 10N user actions
(checkmarks) per spreadsheet of Task 3, which triggered
many more traversals. Task 4's cost per edit (response time
cost) was just over one second for the largest spreadsheet
under the Region Representative approach, compared with
almost five seconds for the same spreadsheet under the
Straightforward approach.
User Actions. Table 4 shows the user actions required to
perform Task 3 in the user-validate experiment, assuming
that the quiz and extra credit scores had previously been
entered. In the table, the user edit actions under the Region
Representative approach are zero in the best case, which
occurs if there are at least 10 students and if these students'
inputs exercise all the du-associations. The probability of
this being true increases with the number of students in the
spreadsheet. In the worst case, the user must edit scores for
nine of the students in the grid in order to get the additional
coverage needed beyond that provided by the real scores.
Given the necessary input actions, 10 validations are
required, one for each unique du-association path, to
achieve 100 percent coverage. These counts follow the
user-validate experiment's design, which count the mini-
mum number of actions needed. Users could enter more
inputs and validate more cells if they wished.
The user edit actions under the Straightforward
approach come from the fact that each cell is reasoned
about separately; hence, to completely validate every cell,
each cell must be forced through all 10 test cases. Because
the user is allowed to select a set of cells and validate them
with one click, the number of physical mouse clicks
required to perform the validations could be reduced to as
few as 10 if the user first rubberbands the entire group.
However, there is no similar way to reduce the number of
edit actions in the Straightforward approach: The user must
enter enough inputs to force every student row through
each of the 10 cases.
7 CONCLUSION
In previous work, we presented the WYSIWYT methodol-
ogy, an approach to supporting systematic testing of
individual spreadsheet cells. However, the approach was
not scalable to large homogenous grids because the costs of
the methodology were highly dependent on the number of
cells rather than on the number of distinct formulas. Thus,
500 cells with the same replicated formula would have to be
tested individually.
An obvious approach to solving this problem is to
provide what amounts to a simple user interface device,
namely, to rubberband large groups of cells to test them at
once. In this paper, this approach is termed the
Straightforward approach. In contrast, the Region Repre-
sentative approach incorporates the homogeneity of
spreadsheet grids into all of the theoretical model, the
system's reasoning mechanisms, and the user's interac-
tions about testedness.
Both the Straightforward and the Region Representative
approaches allow a user validation action on one cell to be
leveraged across an entire region. This reduces user actions
and, in the case of the Region Representative approach, also
reduces manual test case generation. However, the user
action savings available under the Straightforward
approach are not as great as those available under the
Region Representative approach, as the experiments
showed. Also, unlike the Straightforward approach, the
Region Representative approach greatly reduces the system
time required to maintain testedness data so that it removes
much of the dependency of system time on grid region size.
This is critical in maintaining the high responsiveness that is
expected in spreadsheet languages, even in the presence of
large grids. However, the time analyses and performance
experiments also brought out the tension between the
system completing the tasks speedily in order to maintain
responsiveness in the highly interactive world of spread-
sheets versus providing as much immediate visual feedback
about testedness as possible, which slows down the system.
This work is part of our ongoing effort to develop an
integrated, incremental approach to testing for both end
users and programmers working in the spreadsheet
paradigm. We have performed some empirical work [8],
[25], [28] and more is planned. Our studies so far show
significant testing advantages in using the WYSIWYT
approach, but there are many potential pitfalls, which we
are working to overcome. One possibility is that, for some
spreadsheets, users may have difficulty devising suitable
test cases. To address this, we are working on including
automatic test case generation. We have also been working
on ways to ease the user's oracle task, integration of explicit
assistance for fault localization [23], and continual improve-
ments to the visual devices that can guide users to actions
that will increase testing coverage of the spreadsheet.
All the mechanisms we are incorporating into our
WYSIWYT methodology are designed for tight integration
into the environment, with the only visible additions being
checkboxes and coloring devices. There are no testing
vocabulary words such as ªdu-associationº displayed, no
dialog boxes about testing options, and no separation of
testing results from the program fragments producing
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those results. This design reflects the goal of our research
into testing methodologies for this kind of language,
which is to bring at least some of the benefits that can
come from the application of formal testing methodologies
to spreadsheet users.
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